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Abstract: Characterization of cellular dielectrophoretic (DEP) behaviors, when cells are exposed to
an alternating current (AC) electric field of varying frequency, is fundamentally important to many
applications using dielectrophoresis. However, to date, that characterization has been performed
with monotonically increasing or decreasing frequency, not with successive increases and decreases,
even though cells might behave differently with those frequency modulations due to the nonlinear
cellular electrodynamic responses reported in previous works. In this report, we present a method to
trace the behaviors of numerous cells simultaneously at the single-cell level in a simple, robust manner
using dielectrophoretic tweezers-based force spectroscopy. Using this method, the behaviors of more
than 150 cells were traced in a single environment at the same time, while a modulated DEP force
acted upon them, resulting in characterization of nonlinear DEP cellular behaviors and generation of
different cross-over frequencies in living cells by modulating the DEP force. This study demonstrated
that living cells can have non-linear di-polarized responses depending on the modulation direction
of the applied frequency as well as providing a simple and reliable platform from which to measure a
cellular cross-over frequency and characterize its nonlinear property.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis; force spectroscopy; non-linear cellular DEP Behaviors; cross-over frequency;
microfluidic device

1. Introduction

When a living cell is exposed to an alternating current (AC) electric field, dipoles are created
inside the cell. The interaction between the dipoles and the AC electric field generates force, and that
force moves the di-polarized cell. This phenomenon is called dielectrophoresis. The orientation of
cell behavior as a function of applied field is controlled by the real value of the Clausius-Mossotti
factor, which relates to the frequency-dependent dielectric polarization of cells in relation to the
surrounding medium [1]. For example, at low AC frequency, MCF-7 cell and E. coli bacteria cell
move in the direction of the minimum electric field gradient because the cells are less polarized
than the medium, while the reverse occurs at high AC frequency [2,3]. Thus, cellular behavior can
be easily controlled by varying the frequency of the AC electric field. That simplicity has driven
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the widespread use of dielectrophoretic (DEP) force in the manipulation of living cells in diverse
practical applications such as single cell 3D manipulation [4,5] cell sorting [6], cell transfer [7], cell
separation [8,9], and electrolysis [10]. Furthermore, the DEP technique is increasingly being recognized
as a potentially valuable tool for characterizing the electrophysiological properties of various cell lines
(e.g., cancer cells [11], stem cells [12], and bacteria [13]), as well as cell response by apoptosis [14,15]
and cell responses to chemical agents [16–18], medium conditions [19], and circadian rhythms [20].
In those applications, the identification of cell DEP behavior as a function of AC frequency provides
useful information about electrophysiological parameters [1].

To date, many methods have been used to characterize cellular behavior with respect to
AC frequency. The initial approach to characterizing cellular DEP behavior was to count the
number of cells captured by the electrode in a microfluidic channel as the cells responded to a
positive DEP force combined with a laminar flow [2,21,22]. However, that approach could not
characterize cellular behavior in the low frequency region in which negative DEP force acts on cells.
Alternatively, the reflected light intensity within a specific area around the electrode can be monitored
using fluorescence microscopy [23–25] or optical microscopy [14,18,20] to study the cellular reactions
to DEP force. Cells are trapped on the edge of the electrode or dispersed around the electrode as
the DEP force changes as a function of frequency, resulting in observable changes in light intensity
that can be used to characterize DEP behavior. Another option is a cell tracking technique using a
pair of electrodes [26], a quadrupole [13], or an interdigitated electrode (IDT) [11,12,17,27] to estimate
changes in cell velocity with frequency. Both the microscopy and tracking approaches have been used
while applying the positive or negative DEP force needed for a specific task, and both techniques can
measure a quantitatively distinct feature for characterizing cell behavior. Although the significant
efforts made to date have provided key information about electrophysiological properties, no one
has yet observed cellular behavior while the frequency of the applied input AC signal sequentially
increased and decreased in a single condition. The frequency of the electrical input used in the above
assays was always applied in monotonic rather than successive increases and decreases. Thus, previous
research assumed that cellular responses to frequency changes would be linear and unrelated to the
direction of variation. However, many reports have described nonlinear electrodynamic responses as a
function of various external stimuli and internal cell signal processes [16,28–32]. Therefore, cellular
DEP behaviors could vary if the input frequency is successively increased and decreased. In addition,
those differences can help manipulate cellular behaviors more precisely, as well as enabling a better
method to characterize electrophysiological properties.

For this paper, we fabricated an IDT with circular windows to easily observe cellular behaviors
while a modulating DEP force as sequentially increasing and decreasing frequencies or vice versa,
and we developed a measurement method to simultaneously trace the behaviors of many MCF-7
cells with single-cell level resolution. Using the developed method, we observed traces of more than
150 MCF-7 cells responding to DEP forces inside the IDT electrode at the same time, identifying a
nonlinear dynamic property (i.e., hysteresis loop) during modulation of the DEP force. In addition,
we simultaneously measured the effective cross-over frequencies of numerous cells with single-cell
level condition using the developed method and found different cross-over frequencies caused
by the nonlinear cellular DEP behavior, even though the measurements is were performed in the
same environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chip Design and Fabrication

Our DEP microfluidic (DEP-µF) chip was fabricated on an oxide/silicon wafer (i-Nexus,
Seongnam, Korea) substrate using a standard microfabrication technique [16]. Briefly, the first
step in chip fabrication was the production of microelectrodes (i.e., interdigitated electrode array
(30 µm wide and 10 µm separation)) through the lift-off process, followed by the formation of
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an insulator layer (8000-Å thick silicon dioxide) deposited using the plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) process. Subsequently, the contact pad portions and the circle windows
on the IDT array were etched with buffered hydrofluoric acid solution (J.T. Baker Chemical Co,
Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). To observe the behavior of living cells on the DEP-µF chip, a 1.2-mm-thick
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) well was put into contact with the IDT array chip surface. The detailed
process of chip fabrication is shown in Supplementary Materials S-1.

2.2. Cell Culture and Viability

Human breast-cancer cell line MCF-7 cells were grown in DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium, Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) containing 10% FBS (fetal bovine serum, Gibco,
Gaithersburg, MD, USA) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco). The cell culture was incubated
at 37.5 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. Before microfluidic cell experiments were
performed inside our DEP-µF chip, the cells were detached by trypsin/EDTA, washed three times,
and transferred to DEP experiment buffer of 8.6% (w/w) sucrose, 0.3% (w/w) D-glucose, 0.20%
(v/v) phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; ×1) (Gibco), and 1.0 mg/mL BSA (bovine serum albumin,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) by centrifugation procedure [33], where the measured conductivity
of the DEP experiment buffer was 60 µS/cm. In addition, cell viability was investigated using
Trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich) staining before and after microfluidic cell experiments were performed.
MCF-7 cells on the DEP-µF chip were exposed for about 2-h to a variety of alternating current (AC)
voltages (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 Vpeak-peak). After exposure, the solution was mixed with 0.4%
Trypan blue solution at a 1:1 ratio and the number of viable cells were counted using a hemocytometer
(Paul Marienfeld GmbH & Co. KG, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) equipped with an inverted
microscope (BS2090, Bestscope, Beijing, China). The result of cell viability is in Figure 1D.
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Figure 1. (A) Finite Element Method (FEM)-based simulation of the induced electric field distribution
and positive and negative DEP force vectors pointing toward the corresponding trap region at the
9.8 µm height that was located on the center of MCF-7 cell. Scale bar, 10 µm. (B) The simulated real
part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re[CM], as a function of input frequency. (C) Optical images of
biological cells moving in response to positive and negative DEP forces from an applied current of 2 Vp-p

at 41 kHz and 1 kHz, respectively, where the average radius of MCF-7 and the step height between
the inside window and the outside window are 9 µm and 0.8 µm (see Supplementary Materials S-1
and S-5). Scale bar, 30 µm. (D) Trypan blue cell viability assay to test DEP operation.
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2.3. Modeling and Simulations of DEP Force Acting on MCF-7 Cells

The following model has been used for the simulation study. The DEP force is described by

FDEP = 2πεmedir3
Cell Re[CM]∇|ERMS|2 (1)

where εmedi is the medium permittivity, rcell is the radius of a cell, CM is the Clausius-Mossotti (CM)
factor, and ERMS is the RMS electric field [34]. The CM factor model assumes that the cell adheres to
the single shell model [1]. Hence, the CM factor is given by

CM = (ε∗cell − ε∗medi)/(ε
∗
cell + 2ε∗medi) (2)

ε∗cell = ε∗memb

[λ3 + {(ε∗cyto − ε∗memb)/(ε
∗
cyto + ε∗memb)}]

[λ3 − {(ε∗cyto − ε∗memb)/(ε
∗
cyto + ε∗memb)}]

(3)

where εcell*, εmedi*, εmemb*, and εcyto* are the complex permittivities of the cell, the medium,
cell membrane, and the cytoplasm and ε* = ε + j(σ/ω) where ε, σ, and ω are the relative permittivity,
conductivity, and angular frequency, respectively. λ is the scaling of cells described as λ = rcell/(rcell-t),
where t is the thickness of the cell membrane. To predict the trapping location of the MCF-7 cell
during the experiment, we designed the DEP chip structure with the same dimensions as used in the
experiment using finite-element software (COMSOL Multiphysics, 3.5a, more detailed information
on the structure in Figure S2 (see Supplementary Materials)). When the AC signal with a certain
frequency is applied it in the IDT array structure, the electric field was generated inside the structure
(Figure S2). Associating the field data with Equations (1)–(3), the magnitude of directional DEP force
acting on the MCF-7 cell and the crossover frequency of it were numerically simulated, as shown in
Figure 1A,B, where, the measured value of the average radius of MCF-7 cells is 9.034 ± 0.2256 µm
(Figure S5), and the parameters used in the simulation for the MCF-7 cell model are shown in Table S1
(see Supplementary Materials).

2.4. Experimental Configuration

The DEP-µF chip was first bathed in a piranha solution (H2O2:H2SO4 = 1:1) to clean organic
residues off the substrate, and a PDMS reservoir was attached to the chip. Buffer solution including
cells (100 cells/µL) was introduced into the reservoir. The top of the reservoir was sealed by
cover glass. An AC signal was applied to the contact pad on the chip using a custom probe
station (Modusystems, Inc., Hanam, Korea) which connected to a LabVIEW (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA)-based automated DEP system [35]. Numerous MCF-7 cells behaviors were observed
and recorded under identical conditions using a charge-coupled device camera (Motionscope M3,
Redlake, San Diego, CA, USA). The detailed DEP set-up is shown in Figure S3.

2.5. Method for Observing Cellular Behavior Using DEP Tweezers in a Microfluidic Device

Accurate quantification of cellular behavior is critically important for the characterization of
non-linear dielectrophoretic cellular behavior. To quantify the behavior, we developed two methods.
First, we followed a cell behavior tracking method. (1) We used the radial symmetry method [36]
and the image processing method (MATLAB R17, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to develop code to
identify the centers of numerous cells in images recording sequential cellular behaviors (The detailed
code development is explained in Supplementary Materials S-4); (2) By combining the code with
images of cells trapped by DEP force at different positions, we determined the center of each cell;
(3) By repeating the second step for 1000 frames while applying constant DEP force to each cell,
we obtained 1000 center positions for each cell; (4) Using those center data for each cell, we calculated
statistically reliable distribution functions corresponding to each cell, resulting in the average (m)
center position with a standard deviation (σ) for each cell; (5) We were then able to define the center
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position as a reference point for each cell; (6) The criterion for judging the behavior of each cell is thus
the moment of the reference point greater than 2σ as the DEP force acting on the cell changes.

For the second approach, we modified the grayscale measurement method used to evaluate the
time-dependent grayscale values corresponding to the upward behavior of micro-objects [37,38] to
measure the lateral behavior of a cell, as follows. (1) During the experiment, we defined two different
circular windows in the chip. One window is the fabricated real window, and the other is an artificial
window localized on the center of a cell (see Figure 3A,B). To automatically detect the many defined
circular windows in the image, the center position of each circular window in the entire region is found
by applying the image processing method for the fabricated window and the cell tracking method for
the artificial circular window; (2) Using these data and the grayscale measurement method described
in previous reports, we evaluated the time-dependent grayscale values within each window as a cell
was ejected from an artificial window or injected into a fabricated window as the DEP force changed;
(3) Then, we generated a statistically reliable distribution function with µ and σ using those grayscale
values; (4) The criterion for judging complete injection into the fabricated window and ejection from
the artificial windows is that the grayscale value changes more than 2σ as the DEP force acting on
the cell changes. The behaviors of MCF-7 cells in the DEP-µF chip were quantified using both those
methods and the more detailed quantification analysis described in Supplementary Materials S-6.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Numerical Simulation, Cell Alignment and Viability Results

The simulation results of our interdigitated electrode with circular windows, where radius of
the window, gap between electrodes, and width of the electrode are 10 µm, 10 µm, and 30 µm,
respectively, are shown in Figure 1A,B. According to Figure 1B, the cross-over frequency is about
7.9 kHz when the following parameters are applied: the permittivities and conductivities of MCF-7 and
the buffer solution are 50 ε0(εcyto), 80 ε0(εmemb), 78.5 ε0(εmedi), 0.01 S/cm, and 60 µS/cm, respectively
(Table S1) [3]. Below the cross-over frequency, negative DEP force pushes the cell to in-between the
windows, where the electric field gradient is minimized. Above the cross-over frequency, the cell moves
into the window where the electric field gradient is maximized under positive DEP force, resulting in
the alignment of MCF-7 cells shown in Figure 1C. Figure 1D shows cell viability percentages before
and after applying AC signals under the same conditions that we would use for the observation of
cellular behavior in the fabricated dielectrophoresis microfluidic (DEP-µF) chip. According to these
results, the viability of MCF-7 cells is above 95% before and after applying the experimental conditions
when the applied voltage is below 3.0 Vp-p. Hence, any voltage below 3.0 Vp-p might be selected for
the experiment. However, we selected the voltage by the following criteria: the voltage should be as
small as possible, and the voltage should be sufficient to move the cell. Under these criteria, 2.0 Vp-p

was selected for further investigation.

3.2. Cellular Behaviors Characterization near Windows

Cellular behaviors were observed while the frequency of the applied AC signal increased from
1 kHz to 41 kHz, and while it decreased back down to 1 kHz (Figure 2A). The sequential images of
the cell behaviors near the trap window in Figure 2B are shown with the modulation of the frequency.
The DEP force acting on the cell shifted from the negative into the positive regions as the frequency
increased from 1 to 41 kHz and from positive to negative as the frequency decreased, as shown in
Figure 2B. To better quantify individual cellular behavior, the two methods described in Materials and
Methods were applied to the sequential images shown in Figure 2B. As a result, the grayscale variation
in the fabricated windows corresponds to cellular behaviors in the sequential images, as shown by the
blue line in Figure 2C. The grayscale variation in Figure 2C can be interpreted as follows: the values are
highest when no cell is inside the fabricated window (e.g., 1st, 2nd, and 3rd images in Figure 2B) and
begin decreasing as a cell moves into the window (e.g., 4th and 5th images in Figure 2B). The values
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converge at the minimum after a cell fills the window (e.g., 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th images in Figure 2B).
The grayscale value should then increase again as the cell moves out of the window (e.g., 10th image
in Figure 2B), again reaching the maximum value when the cell has completely exited the window
region (e.g., 11th and 12th images in Figure 2B). Using this system, we simultaneously observed more
than 150 cells inside the microfluidic chip under the same experimental conditions. Their individual
trace results during frequency modulation are shown in Figure 2C. From these data, we extracted the
commutative percentage, which is that cells stopped just inside the window regions after entering
while the frequency increased from 1 KHz to 41 KHz (i.e., N→ P in Figure 2A) and the trapped cells
inside the windows started to move while the frequency decreased from 41 KHz to 1 KHz (i.e., P→ N
in Figure 2A), as a function of frequency, resulting in the hysteresis curve shown in Figure 2D. The blue
and green curves occur as the DEP force shifts from negative to positive and vice versa, respectively.
Moreover, the cellular behaviors observed in our DEP-µF chip can be considered to result only from
the effects of the DEP force acting on the cells. The electro-hydrodynamic effect generated by the
applied AC input can be ignored because the input signal has the low amplitude and low frequency
(2 Vp-p with 1–41 kHz) and the IDT array is insulated except at the fabricated windows [23,39,40].
Moreover, the cell-size distribution can also be ignored for construction of hysteresis curves for the
reasons given in Supplementary Materials S-5. Therefore, this phenomenon offers clear evidence that
MCF-7 cells have a nonlinear dynamic response to DEP force modulating in different directions.
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Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of the input AC frequency waveform in response to
different modulation directions (i.e., 1 → 41 → 1 kHz in 2Vp-p), where the frequency modulation
rate was 0.4 kHz/s (B) In situ monitoring of cellular DEP behaviors, showing an individual
cell trapped in the positive and negative trap regions during increasing and decreasing
frequency modulations. (C) Variation of grayscale levels in the circular window region as AC frequency
changed (1→ 41→ 1 kHz). The blue line is the grayscale value in response to the cellular behavior
shown in the sequential images in Figure 2B. The AC input frequency was fixed for 100 s each at 1
and 41 kHz to stabilize the trapped cell motion. (D) Hysteresis curve of the cumulative percentage as
a function of the frequency for cells stopping just inside the window regions after entering and the
trapped cells inside the windows started to move during the frequency modulation period shown in
Figure 2A.

3.3. Cellular Cross-Over Frequency Characterization

To better understand the effects of those nonlinear cellular DEP behaviors, we characterized the
cross-over frequencies (ideally the point at which FDEP becomes zero) during the different modulations.
Because it is not possible to observe cellular behavior at the ideal cross-over frequency, we defined and
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measured the effective cross-over frequency (i.e., FDEP ≈ 0) as follows. We applied the cell tracking
method to an individual cell trapped by negative DEP force and found its center position, on which
we defined an artificial window (see the inset in Figure 3A). The blue line in Figure 3A represents the
measured grayscale level of the artificial window described in the inset of Figure 3A. According to the
blue line, the grayscale value stayed at the same level when the cell was in the artificial window because
of the negative DEP force acting on it (1 kHz to 10.2 kHz in Figure 3A). The grayscale level started to
increase when that cell started to move out of the window at a certain frequency (10.6 kHz in Figure 3A),
indicating that the polarization of the DEP force changed. We defined that frequency as the effective
cross-over frequency for an N→ P modulation. For a P→ N modulation, on the other hand, the cell
was first located inside the fabrication window, during which the grayscale level stayed at the minimum
value, as shown in Figure 3B. The grayscale level started to increase just as the cell started to move as
a result of the positive DEP force changing to a negative DEP force. We define that frequency as the
effective cross-over frequency for a P→ N modulation. It should be noted that the effective frequency
is not perfectly matched to the ideal cross-over frequency because the force is not zero at the effective
cross-over frequency. However, the measured effective cross-over frequency is the best approximation
to the ideal value in our measurement system, which has 414 nm (2σ) resolution for detecting cellular
behavior (more detailed information is in Supplementary Materials S-6). The effective cross-over
frequencies of more than 150 cells were measured while applying different modulation directions to
the DEP force, resulting in the finding illustrated in Figure 3D,E. Distinct Gaussian distributions are
shown, with statistically reliable N→ P and P→ N cross-over frequencies of 10.97 ± 3.23 kHz and
7.05 ± 1.71 kHz, respectively. The experiments were repeated three times under the same conditions.
Figure 3C shows the results, indicating that the effective cross-over frequencies are not statistically
different for the same modulation direction in DEP force, but they are distinguishable for different
modulation directions in DEP force.
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Figure 3. (A,B) Variation in grayscale levels in the circular trap region of the cell affected by negative
and positive DEP forces in accordance with changes in frequency (1 → 41→ 1 kHz). (C) Effective
cross-over frequencies of the biological cells under increasing and decreasing frequency modulations
when the experiment was repeated in triplicate (* p < 0.001 and “n.s” represent “non-significant”
(p > 0.5)). (D,E) Histogram and Gaussian fit of the effective cross-over frequencies measured during
increasing and decreasing frequency modulations, respectively. The simulation point is the cross-over
frequency, shown in Figure 1B.

This nonlinear dynamic response represented by the hysteresis curve and different cross-over
frequencies during modulation of DEP force could explain the di-polarized tendency between a
cell and the medium surrounding it. At 1 kHz, at which negative DEP force is maximized in the
experiment, the electric dipoles in the medium mainly generate the force. As the frequency increases
but remains below the cross-over frequency, the electric dipoles in the medium decrease, and the
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electric dipoles in the cell increase. At the cross-over frequency, the net dipole of the medium and
the cell is zero. As the frequency continues to increase, the electric dipoles in the cell become more
and more dominant, resulting in an increase in positive DEP force. When the frequency decreases
from 41 kHz to 1 kHz, the reverse process should occur [1,41]. This different di-polarization tendency
between cells and medium might explain the occurrence of different cross-over frequencies when
negative DEP force switches to positive DEP force (N→ P) and vice versa (P→ N). Moreover, cells are
heterogeneous, consisting of protein, DNA, a lipid bilayer, carbohydrates, and various organelles [42].
The heterogeneous materials of each cell can cause different di-polarized effects as frequency varies [43]
and could also explain the nonlinear dynamic response reported in this paper. Another consideration
in investigating the nonlinear dynamic response is the effect of frequency modulation rate because it
has been reported that the modulation rate can affect cellular DEP behavior [44]. Since the modulation
rate can perturb the dielectric polarization of cells, the nonlinear dynamic response in relation to the
observed hysteresis could be affected. In these regards, further investigation should be needed for
the better understanding of the non-linear dynamic behavior responded to the frequency modulation
direction and rate. However, our new simple and robust measurement method has made it possible to
observe this nonlinear cellular DEP behavior and different cellular cross-over frequencies that occur as
DEP force modulates in different directions.

4. Conclusions

To measure the cross-over frequency and evaluate the nonlinear dynamics generated when a cell
is di-polarized under an AC electric field, we developed a novel methodology using DEP tweezers
in the microfluidic device. Through that innovation, we simultaneously observed the behaviors of
many MCF-7 cells in the same environment as we modulated the DEP force in different directions.
From the measurement data, we characterized a hysteresis curve corresponding to cellular behavior,
and based on the nonlinear dynamic response, we precisely measured and examined the effective
cross-over frequencies of cells in the system. We found distinct cross-over frequencies for MCF-7
cells for the two different modulation directions of DEP force, suggesting that cellular DEP behavior
depends on the direction of frequency modulations. In this study, the developed method can be a very
useful tool for measuring cellular cross-over frequency and evaluating nonlinear dynamic responses of
di-polarized cells. Also, the nonlinear dynamic responses described in this report provide important
information for understanding the dielectric properties of living cells.

Supplementary Materials: All data to support the main article are available at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-
8220/18/10/3543/s1.
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